CONSPIRACIES OF SILENCE AND THEIR IMPACT ON OUR
DEMOCRATIC FREEDOMS
INTRODUCTION
Despite the stigma that’s been deliberately attached to the word “conspiracy”
our modern world is, in fact, run by conspiracies of one sort of another. Some
conspiracies are more benign than others but all of them involve undue secrecy and
the presumption that those involved have the right to influence the lives of others,
without their knowledge or consent. Benign conspiracy can involve something as
innocent as a surprise party but most conspiracies involve criminal intent, some as
serious as a political/military coup or even a betrayal of the entire world’s population.
The statute books mention conspiracy to commit murder, conspiracy to pervert
the course of justice etc. However, because of the very nature of covert/secret
operations only a small percentage of criminal conspiracies are detected and stopped.
In fact, the worst culprits, covert government agencies (military and otherwise), can
conspire at will, secure in the knowledge that official secrets legislation will hide any
crime which they may commit. By declaring almost everything they do to be a matter
of “national security” and getting others to limit the powers of watchdogs (like the
Inspector Generals Offices) such bodies can do the dirty work for the criminal
connections that direct them with immunity. That organized/corporate connection is
similarly protected. Sophisticated technology plays a big part here. Offenders can
access equipment that’s not available to law enforcers and thereby commit covert
crimes without detection.
Now, the basic human and civil right to privacy obviously should not be
extended to the hiding of extensive criminal networks/activities but, equally, such
offenders should not be able to monitor their detractors/investigators. Yet this also
happens because the ruling elite (including politicians, businessmen, the media etc)
band together to covertly conceal the biggest secrets (on surveillance technology etc)
and destroy those calling for open discussion and legal reform re’ those issues. These
issues include real privacy and justice, who profits from war, social engineering,
terrorism, the drug trade, the slave trade, piracy and much more.
Even for those influential people not viewing themselves as corrupt the
problem of class isolation sees wealthy citizens believing that they know what’s best
for the rest of us. Yet they usually only discuss matters with their own kind and so
have a limited scope of real understanding. For most their defensive, criminal
responses to fair criticism/suggestion only confirm that they do not represent majority
opinion. Some, in truth, live in a sort of moral/legal vacuum. In a fair and open
society the whole notion of celebrity and propaganda hiding an underlying fascist
attitude towards other citizens would be exposed and democracy restored. Yet
freedom of thought and expression is currently being eroded because of secret
corruption fostered by the ruling class. In brief, they have a common criminal mindset
that says they have the right to support terrible secrets/crimes at the expense of the
rest of us and they abuse their power to reinforce that. Conspiracies flourish as a
result.

SECRECY AND SECRET SOCIETIES
Whether it’s the corrupt element of an agency (the secret service, office of
homeland security, DIA, CIA, NRO, NSA, NASA etc.), an organised crime body
(like the media mafia) or any other secret organisation, the truth is that secretive
groups rarely act in the best interests of the wider community. Their mission is to
further the interests of themselves and their associates. If necessary, they’ll do so at
the expense of everyone else. Their plotting and planning is clearly undemocratic and
when and where it impacts on the rest of us, it is usually unlawful. Unfortunately, the
influence of secretive organisations is extensive. They control vast networks of people
recruited from (or into) the ranks of MPS, Judges, journalists, entertainers, scientists,
etc.
Aside from the official spy agency recruitment of many into the world of
covert operations or crime, there’s also the problem of club-like secret societies.
Some of the better known ones are: The Skull and Bones Society, The Illuminati, The
Bilderberg club, The Freemasons, The Bohemian Grove, OTO, The Rosicrucians, The
Club of Rome, The Trilateral Commission, The Knights Templar and Opus Dei.
Many (like OTO) gave birth to other societies like B’nai B’rith, The Hermetic order
of the Golden Dawn, and the much maligned, celebrity stacked, Church of
Scientology. Not only do these infamous groups ignore basic democratic principles
but many are actively involved in immoral and/or systematically illegal conduct. In
addition, many are satanic by nature; promoting evil, occult practices and beliefs.
Now people know we already have corruptible political parties, professional bodies,
movie/record studios, TV networks etc to worry about without having even more
bizarre secrets being kept from the public. And that public have the right to know
whenever their lives are being interfered with or manipulated. They should not be sold
out by self-centered public figures.
The front groups just mentioned (entertainment outlets, political/business
groups etc) provide the players on the world stage but the “scripts” are often prepared
by agency personnel, secret society members, crime figures and other assorted evil
doers who have been placed within their ranks or recruited once there. The degree of
protection given to these manipulators (in return) by those they puppeteer in public
life is particularly concerning when good people, who try to stop serious criminal
conduct, are destroyed.
One example of a good person stopped in their tracks is Dr. Reina Michaelson,
a well known campaigner against child sexual abuse here in Australia. Dr. Michaelson
accused the OTO society of systematic pedophile activities only to be viciously and
successfully silenced courtesy of our criminal friendly laws. Those laws, in particular
racial/religious vilifications laws, like defamation laws in general, have been drafted
by front men to protect themselves and their criminal associates from public exposure.
They therefore facilitate the continuance of serious crimes, in secret. Horrible
situations and horrific truths are hidden from the general public, thanks to such laws.
In the case of pedophile networks, I think most citizens would be appalled to know
the full extent of the problem and the role played by certain public figures as perverts
and/or protectors of perverts.

Inaction on a problem like that is unforgivable and damning. In the case of Dr
Michaelson, these front men were happy enough to award her for her good works at
the outset but when the finger of blame was pointed at their associates, then it all
changed. All too often the champion of a cause is stranded/isolated while others
either actively oppose them or take two steps back when called on for support. It’s
disgraceful and pathetic.
While addressing the problem of group cowardice, it’s notable that even the
Catholic Church, ostensibly a moral stronghold which forbids the joining of any
secret society under pain of excommunication, secretly runs its own Jesuit, Vatican
spies, has the Opus Dei society etc. It has also (in the past?) actively hidden the
pedophiles within its own ranks and been persuaded (with that fact used as leverage)
to covertly attack good people; the enemies of their organised crime associates. I
suppose for them, as with many others, it’s true what the song says “we hold faith
above all, unless there’s money or sex involved”. A mistake’s one thing but a
deliberate criminal act is another. So why do so many supposedly religious men
choose might over right and assist wealthy /prominent persons to hide their crimes
and victimise their detractors. The clergy should stand up and speak out for the
millions/billions worldwide who are betrayed, oppressed, used and lied to by such
criminals. Instead they cooperate with the criminal powerbrokers. But, you can’t
protect the flock by helping the wolves. That includes the mistaken belief that you
have the right to throw them a sacrificial lamb or two by way of appeasement. If
God’s servants can’t be trusted who is there to fight the good fight. Disempowered,
marginalised citizens can only do so much.

CONNECTIONS BETWEEN OCCULT SOCIETIES AND CORRUPT AGENCIES

Earlier last century, certain members of particular occult societies were
actively involved in establishing/developing covert government agencies (esp. in the
USA). These agencies, in turn, protect the members of such secret societies from
investigation no matter what the crime. For instance, one expert, Dr. Al Carlisle,
estimates that there are 40 to 60,000 ritualistic killings carried out each year in the
USA alone. Few offenders are over apprehended. Why not?
Now, heaven forbid I should use the names of living criminals lest a crime
syndicate or agency find yet another reason to harass me, so instead I’ll refer to a few
deceased “gentlemen”. Firstly, Jack Parsons. He was an OTO leader working as a
NASA Scientist. He called himself “The Antichrist Superstar” (a self proclaimed
demon) and started the Process church, a body whose logo looks suspiciously like a
Nazi Swastika (and many post war NASA recruits were ex Nazi scientists). Now, the
Process church was an offshoot of Ron Hubbard’s Church of Scientology which
boasts many entertainers as members. Hubbard was himself an agent of US Navy
Intelligence.

Another self proclaimed demon was Aleister Crowley who called himself
“The Beast” (equally charming). He was an OTO leader and a British/American spy.
Before him the OTO leader was Theodor Reuss, another agent; German. And so the
pattern continues back. All spies. All scientists. All Satanists. In fact two others,
Kenneth Anger and Anton La Vey, actually started a “Church of Satan”, which later
gave birth to the Temple of Set, a society led by US Intelligence asset and
psychological warfare expert, Lt Col. Michael Aquino.
This link to Aquino also provides a clear connection between the Satanists and
those conducting illegal, involuntary, inhuman, mind-control experiments. NASA,
DARPA, The CIA, NSA, DIA, defence contractors etc are all involved here. I’ve
personally received emails/calls for help from 1,000s of victims of these experiments
many of whom are devout Christians, Jews, Muslims, etc; good, God-fearing people
abandoned to Satanic forces by complicit, acquiescing front men. Such men and
women, driven by self-serving, uncaring lifestyles, will not cross their criminal
masters to help thereby becoming accessories to their crimes. In truth, the promotion
of egocentric lifestyles is part of the controllers’ plan.
In addition to illegal experiments and murder, other offences committed by
these groups involve running networks of sexual immorality/criminality including
child/adult prostitution, pedophilia, pornography, slavery etc. right up to snuff films
and worse. As well as this there are drug rings, arms traders, criminal abusers etc. As
a sideline to remote illegal experiments (involving the use of microwave, E-M,
directed energy and psychotronic weapons) there is also the problem of mental
slavery and theft of intellectual property through remote, powerful satellite
surveillance and harassment. The more cruel factions within the mass media gleefully
profit from this practice and enjoy the sport of criminally harassing the defenceless
victims while they rob them.
Yet another element is the promotion of (and support for) the theories of those
who challenge God in some way (e.g. Charles Darwin’s Theory of evolution) or those
who facilitate distraction/discrediting (e.g. Sigmund Freud’s sexual preoccupation
theories) or those who recommend the unethical/immoral lifestyles they want people
to accept/adopt. It’s never a coincidence. It’s all part of their grand design and they
use public figures to brainwash us, but first they brainwash their servants on the world
stage…the public figures themselves.

PUPPETEERING

For many public figures a solitary vice or event can see them permanently
used and silenced by those seeking to manipulate them. Some become so anti-social
(despite their personable public “act”) and depraved that they actually enjoy violating
the rights of those opposed to criminal activities which involve them and their
associates. Many are chosen from the ranks of gangsters and ex cons to become
celebrities.
This process starts with the vetting (by agencies and organised crime
syndicates) of all persons of interest who could potentially become a public figure.
They’re especially keen to monitor and then control vulnerable/corruptible people and
herd them into entertainment/political/agency circles. As a start, often groupies and
drugs are provided, a little bribery maybe…For those hooked and climbing the ladder
of “success”, prostitutes, orgies, serious drugs and other soul destroying methods may
follow (to tighten their grip).
These people are then used to lure/use others as the covert operators expand
their field of influence/corruption. Those amongst the talented who are not corruptible
but are prepared to tolerate corruption around them are kept on the fringe, fear and
self interest ensuring their silence. Those who have totally lost their integrity will do
almost anything they’re told; repeatedly and over a protracted period of time. Again
victimising good people is their favourite pastime. Especially if they offer criticism of
systems that support/reward them. It’s easier to attack the critic than address their
valid comments.
Personally, I believe that the core of the problem is the egomania that tells a
prominent person that they are somehow better than the rest of us. Their puppeteers
recognise that celebrity worship is the key but that corruption and a lack of genuine
care for others must also be fostered in these people to gain their active/prolonged
cooperation. Despite all of this, every so often there’s a little bit of light in the
darkness, a little ray of humanity that emerges from those they seek to manipulate.
The light may be quickly extinguished but not before it’s seen by many…

A VOICE IN THE WILDERNESS

Examples of public figures who provided a ray of hope are few but well
known. Sadly it usually ends the same way: Assassination/Murder. Recently, I heard
a speech purportedly made in 1961 by one of these people, former US President John
F. Kennedy. Apparently he was conducting an extraordinary press conference which
has been kept a secret thanks to a treacherous media contingent. In this address, Mr
Kennedy warned of the very real danger that secret societies would eventually take
over the world by stealth. That wise warning has become today’s sad reality thanks to
the inaction of those he asked for help: the media (mafia).
In his speech, entitled “Secret societies and freedom of speech” Mr Kennedy
correctly said the following:

“The very word secrecy is repugnant in a free and open society”… yet we are
“opposed by a monolithic conspiracy” that seeks to “censor news, stifle dissent and
cover up…”
He concluded by saying that such activity restricts us and dims the hope that
“man will be what he was born to be…free and independent” (ref:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ru4TbL8aweE)
This speech was a clear broadside at the secretive bodies that sought to govern
the world (and now do). Agencies (military and otherwise), secret societies,
corporate/political conspirators and more intertwine and cooperate to create a kind of
corporate/military/political/media conglomerate that controls everything of
importance. It is an undemocratic, evil network and Mr. Kennedy’s speech is the only
one (that I’m aware of) that focused attention on their evil intentions. The speech has
been dubbed “the speech that got Kennedy killed” and it may well have contributed to
that due to the paranoid suspicions of those he was referring to. They may have
believed that a subsequent naming of names and action may have curtailed their plans.
There is also talk that Mr Kennedy was rejecting ideas presented to him at the time
similar to 9/11; false flag operations. Those “investigating” his murder may have been
involved as the same ones are said to have presented the 9/11 type scenarios.
On a personal note, I’ll add that I believe that those pursuing peace, truth,
justice and the welfare of their fellow man will invariably draw attention from Satan
and his servants. Both God and Satan work through humans. However, currently the
balance is such that the “free and independent” future that Mr Kennedy dreamt of is
far removed from today’s reality. So far removed in fact that even to express an
opinion contrary to that held by the corrupt, ruling elite can meet with a severe and
repressive/criminal response; especially if you’re knowledgeable /right about a
secretive criminal practice.
This leads me to discussion of the number one tool of oppression used for
silencing critics of high level crime/corruption/immorality…

JOURNO-TERRORISM

Over a period of nearly twenty years I have communicated with many media
insiders, ex employees, experts and victims (people both publicly and covertly
targeted) and I can confidently attest to the fact that the entire mainstream media is
now owned and/or controllable by criminals; organised crime, agencies and more. In
particular, conspiracies of silence surround their illegal/immoral surveillance and
harassment tactics. The media is also well stocked with spy agency writers,
executives and so on who can pick and choose roles and influence (whether planted or
recruited from within) and puppeteer their co-workers. This results in misinformation,
censorship of the truth and harassment of the honest citizens that they oppress;
especially whistleblowers, honest commentators, writers, dissenters, true carers etc.

Again, 1,000s of victims have approached me for advice/help over the years.
They can endure constant illegal surveillance in their homes/offices, audio/visual
monitoring, brain wave monitoring and so on. The results can be computer relayed
and subtlety sewn into news and entertainment by agency/criminal writers to
rob/ridicule/oppress their targets without risk of detection. This common practise
intimidates, preoccupies, infuriates and bamboozles many targets in a criminal
violation of basic human and democratic rights. Anyone approving let alone
participating in a such a practise has a criminal mindset and is not fit to hold a
position of authority/respect in society. Regardless, most in public life do keep this
practise as a horrible secret…as if it’s somehow acceptable. I suggest they try
debating the rights and wrongs publicly and see how wrong they are and how quickly
they are condemned.
So, a misled public, being unaware of the extent of these media crimes, is
easily deceived by them. Take for example, the issue of the Iraq war. Once troops
were committed, almost overnight all discussion of the involvement switched to the
positive…”let’s go”, “lets support the troops” façade. Anyone suggesting otherwise
was systematically victimised in a manner more akin to a fascist/Nazi state than the
democracy that most military activity is meant to preserve. Dissenters were vilified,
banned, or outed if public figures or covertly harassed if not. Sometimes covering
nonsense about security threats or whatever would be be used to shield those
responsible for this murder of free speech but by and large it was all covert...Far from
democratic such behaviour is, in fact, demonic...And lo and behold, now that the
corruption behind the Iraqi situation is gradually being revealed its suddenly ok to
speak against it...? So it’s ok to be right but only when its fashionable and everyone
else is allowed to agree with you...? Amazing. Again this is not a free, democratic
society. Wealthy criminals operate outside the law without sanction and they can
silence those daring to utter the truth by using secret organisations and secret
technology to destroy them.
Also journalists/writers/presenters...can distance themselves from their victims
(facilitated by high tech monitoring). This also allows them to delude themselves
about their role and the defensive responses of their honest targets. For any covert
victim wishing to go public (to get the truth out) talking with the corrupt media would
be like sitting down to a fixed card game knowing you're going to be set up. They’ll
happily criticise a target over something as trivial as a personal weight, financial or
other problem yet silence/edit criticism of some of the most heinous(mostly covert)
crimes the world has ever experienced. This is what happens when criminals are
allowed to buy up and control everything (especially the information that goes into
our minds).
So, the media plays a crucial role in brainwashing the public but its
contribution to conspiracies of silence is its major crime. More could be done in so
many ways to inform the public but they refuse to do so; actively helping to cover up
the truth. They favourably portray their criminal associates and use editing, half
truths etc to deceive the public.

LAWS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

Many laws are cunningly drafted to protect wealthy, influential criminals from
exposure. Pedophiles, drug barons, war mongers and more hide behind legal
procedures, defamation laws and corrupt or ignorant law enforcement officials.
Anyone trying to help the victims is made to feel helpless themselves. Taxation laws,
national security laws and much more are similarly biased. We abide by these laws
but don’t necessarily respect them as they are often there to legitimise criminal
behaviour.
Equally, corrupt law enforcers and enforcement procedures don’t help. Staff
misallocations (e.g. focusing on petty criminals rather than serious, big time
offenders), inadequate training (e.g. covert technology-assisted crime is not
referenced properly); inadequate funding (a political consideration) and more are
questionable. The AFP for example, are spread so thin that they’re involved in
everything from criminal record checks for job applicants in the health industry
(apparently, we mustn’t brand perverts/offenders but instead inconvenience everyone
else working in nursing homes) right through to foreign peace-keeping in the South
Pacific. Meanwhile, corporate fraud, human/drugs/arms trafficking, covert
oppression, high-tech remote torture, murder and other serious local crimes remain at
unacceptable (usually unrecognised) levels. Sure, every so often there will be a big
drug bust or the successful investigation of a child pornography ring but it’s never the
big players that are caught. Again if we can’t, as a society, even protect our young
from sexual predators our system just doesn’t work. The priorities are all wrong and
the "too tough" arguments don’t wash. We can put a man on the moon and create
technology capable of monitoring every single person 24/7 but it’s not used to
prevent/stop crime...Why not? The answer is sickeningly clear. Because criminals do
not want that and they are pulling the strings.
TECHNOLOGY ASSISTED CRIMES

An example of an entire category of serious crime that goes unpoliced is the
crime committed remotely using satellite surveillance/harassment technologies.
These technologies are made available to corrupt elements in the military, agencies,
media and other corporations but agency psychopaths are usually coordinating the
attacks on ordinary law abiding citizens.
Specifically, classified secret weapons exist which can track, monitor, scan,
collate and disseminate information. Equally noises/voices can be directed at
individuals using microwaves, laser-facilitated satellite neurophone technology etc.
Also powerful satellite scanners and computer software with a brain wave vocabulary
combine to allow mind rape. Then on top of these electromagnetic and psychotronic
weapons arsenals there are also directed energy weapons that can cause radiation
burns, heart attacks, cancers and other bodily afflictions. And it’s all "top secret". The
central figures for these are often military/CIA death squads, another reason people
are afraid to help victims. Satellites in geo stationary orbit, placed deeper out in
space, are at the heart of these problems. Their existence is, in itself, a
classified/secret matter.

Now, specifically, because we all have an individual bioelectronic resonance
frequency emanating from our brain and supercomputers that can process over 300
trillion calculations per second are involved, every individual detail about every single
person can be accessed and used; including our thoughts. This information is made
available to the criminal conglomerates that control the world. Their focus, of course,
being the oppression of people who know of (or object to) their criminal
empires. This is the harsh reality and this is why smug, wealthy criminals remain
above the law. This is easily done because of the secrecy surrounding these methods.
Theft of intellectual property is another reason for this.
On top of this, these technologies are used to run remote, illegal human
experiments. Those involved include DARPA, The NASA and The CIA. The studies
are centered around the surveillance and harassment of innocents who have drawn the
attention of criminals associated with corrupt elements within the relevant agencies.
Some studies are simply about controlling people remotely; using trickery,
pain/torture etc. Some involve brain studies; how thought originates, how we theorise,
idealise, form opinions, dream etc and how all of this can be influenced externally.
Collecting, collating, processing and analysing brain wave results, even from sleeping
time, is the function of the powerful computers which are themselves a well kept
secret.
Other programs focus on using, humiliating and discrediting people that
criminals want silenced. "Rejected" writers, "failed" entertainers, political critics,
human rights campaigners and more can be set up in programs with titles like
"Mindstar". Such hapless people receive mocking media feedback, neurophone
voices, brainraping etc 24/7 by way of lure or provocation in the hope that they’ll be
discredited when they seek help from medicos, police or others who don’t know this
sort of crime occurs. Approaches to those involved, like media identities, can lead to
similar embarrassment when they deny involvement and treat the victim like a stalker
rather than helping them. This sort of abuse is usually lifelong. Outspoken Christians
(a favoured target) who are in this sort of situation will directly relate to Christ's
instruction: "Pick up your cross and follow me!”
Re: "MINDSTAR: such a program can also involve covertly allowing the
victim some influence so that the mental slavery aspect will continue to work. An
example would be if a modestly talented but squeaky clean songwriter submitted
lyrics to a publisher which offended powerful vested interest groups. The material
would be rejected and he would be monitored. Anything else he produced would be
stolen. Recognising this his anger would be tempered by curiosity about his influence,
hope for his "release" and defensiveness. Eventually, growing tired of the unwanted
attention, mockery and the increasing incidence of high tech’ attacks on his person, he
may approach a public figure who seems to be involved. Rather than seeking an end
to the nonsense their hope is that delusions of grandeur will discredit the deceived
victim. Industry insiders and countless victims that I’ve spoken with over the years
confirm that this is a very common method for using and then disposing of decent
people who approach the criminal world of entertainment in ignorance of its inherent
corruption.

People leaving secret societies/cults or blowing the whistle on high level crime
are similarly destroyed but usually placed in different programs. All have the
lifelong, helpless sensation of being brain raped or violated with little hope of being
believed let alone rescued. And like everything else criminal that’s done in secret...if
it was brought out into the light and publicly discussed all involved would be
condemned so the secrecy continues...
ACCOUNTABILITY
The very nature of secrecy fosters misconduct and deception. Absolute power
wielded in secret is a very dangerous commodity. So, once again, since secrecy has
no place in a free, democratic society the more responsibility that an individual, group
or organisation has the more accountable it/they need to be; to constituents, members,
shareholders, the public etc. The most important example of necessary accountability
is between a government and its citizens. Without it, ethics, fair play, justice,
democracy and more are greatly diminished at the hands of criminals who freely
abuse their positions. Unless you can guarantee the total honesty, integrity, wisdom,
and good intent of those involved in a given system/situation NOBODY should be
allowed to operate in a clandestine or unaccountable fashion. And since that guarantee
is close to impossible total transparency is the only solution to high level crime. To
say otherwise is to defend what is clearly indefensible and to place untrustworthy
criminals in a position outside the law.
Those seeing these things and more are viewed as threats by those involved.
To use the the age-old euphemism, such “businessmen” will delude themselves and
the public (by faking sincerity) and try to paint their detractors as the villains in any
warped, desperate way they can. There may be secret groups within (or intertwining
with) other groups but overall they encompass the wealthy; the ruling elite. Local
community leaders right through to world leaders fall into this overall group. They
are still only a fraction of a percentage of the populous and should be accountable to
us all yet their egos tell them it’s about rule not service. As a result they are quite
happy to see any critics silenced even by oppressive, terrible methods. Hence people
speaking genuinely of real truth, peace, justice and more are reduced to victims of
ridicule, mockery, illusion and cruelty. With these people destroyed by conspiracies
of silence and personal vendettas lies can take the place of the truth which is often
completely buried. Still, if you can’t beat them, keep trying anyway, and so those of
us with integrity invariably fight to the finish.

CENSORSHIP
To those unaware it can be hard to accept, but there are numerous truths
hidden from the general public as war is waged against honest men and women by an
evil, criminal element within the wealthy elite. The innocent are thereby
marginalised and stifled and often the truth is the only thing that is censored. In the
absence of proof these innocents can be branded as paranoid. Also most things that
appear random are, in fact, orchestrated. Coincidences are rare. This is especially true
of the mass media which is the link with the public and determines public opinion.

When a vocal minority pressurises those disagreeing with them to the point where
they go silent the media have usually had a significant role to play. Through them,
every counter argument becomes "intolerance" or "prejudice" as the minority gets its
way by implying that discussion of their position rather than total acceptance is
somehow wrong. What a pity there is more money in lies than the truth. Otherwise
the truth could be democratically discussed. I say that if a minority's goals can stand
up to public scrutiny why do they have to be hidden. Could it be that social
engineering is easier in an environment where free speech is discouraged?
Any change to all of this can only be brought about if our systems of
government, business and social order are opened and remain open. Honest people
from outside those systems should be able to prompt those from within to have a
change of heart. Currently a veil of secrecy impedes the process; clearly what the
manipulators want. Again, it’s a circular problem since people of integrity joining the
system only end up becoming part of that system; supporting secrecy and corruption.
So men and women of integrity remain outside by choice; theirs and their criminal
enemies.
A CHRISTIAN PERSPECTIVE
Personally, I believe that Jesus Christ is the truth and that we should look for
him in all things and that He will set us free. Of course, many powerful people,
including the heads of many secretive groups, believe otherwise. Of such people
Christ himself said “You are the children of your father, The Devil…The father of all
lies…He who comes from God listens to God’s words…You however are not from
God and that is why you will not listen”. This makes it frighteningly clear that,
contrary to popular teaching, we are not all God’s children. Some are beyond
forgiveness/redemption. Some are actually of Satan himself. Satanists, like the heads
of many of the secret societies mentioned earlier, would certainly be in that group
having judged themselves. As for others, only God knows. However…
I also believe that you cannot operate secretly (in the dark) and abuse your
position to betray and hurt your fellow man without facing some form of justice in
this world and/or the next. Those rejecting the truth and those presenting it, those
betraying their neighbours and violating their basic human rights…all of those are
also guilty. By persecuting the innocent and deliberately misreading the truth of their
intentions they seek to provoke believers; similar to the baiting experienced by Christ
himself…Their false defences often involve mirroring accusations; mirroring guilt…
FALSE DEFENCES
If you question why your child is being exposed to sexually explicit material
(even under the guise of sex education) that addresses homosexual lifestyles they’ll
falsely label you as homophobic…If you question why the Jewish powerbase in
Hollywood persecutes/bullies Christian writers and producers they’ll falsely label you
as anti-Semetic. If you question why taxes are spent waging war, launching spy
satellites (to be used against ordinary people) and so on they’ll falsely label you as a
dissident…If you question why drugs are readily promoted and why so little is really
done to wipe out this scourge on society they’ll falsely label you as fanatic, a wowser
or whatever.

In other words, on every major issue the powerful minority will try to silence their
critics and those they disagree with. The bullying moves into the area of criminality
when covert methods are used to oppress those involved and censor the truth. Again,
tormenting opponents for sport can be a lifelong crime for some especially wealthy
offenders who sit above the law.
The simple truth is that the criminal minority rules the law-abiding minority
by stealth more than open rule. This is in an endeavour to conceal the true
Fascist/Nazi nature of our systems and to allow the myths of freedom of speech,
privacy, democracy, equality before the law and more to be preserved so as to solicit
public support and remove opposition. The things done in secret would not survive
public scrutiny so official secrets nonsense, corporate privileges and more are used to
hide the truth and how it is suppressed. The egos of ignorant professionals who want
to believe they know everything (despite the suppression of information) provides
another obstacle to getting the truth into people’s heads. Yet relaying the truth is the
only way to share it.

CONCLUSION

Much of what goes on in the world today is conspiratorially planned and
hidden from the public by a veil of secrecy. Those learning of some of this will have
their privacy stolen, their free speech stifled and suffer various forms of clandestine
harassment.
The answers are clear: establish upon government, fair play in business, truth
in reporting and accountability for all positions of authority or trust. The world would
be a much better place without the secrecy of the sort discussed herein. The only
valid argument against total transparency would be the need for secrecy to protect all
citizens (not just the wealthy) and would include a guarantee that those preserving
that secrecy were themselves incorruptible. Since this second part is impossible no
honest argument can be presented for secrecy, especially on matters affecting all of
us.
Wealthy criminals kid themselves that they provide the talent, brains and so on
that generates our standard of living yet, like sports/drugs cheats waving a cup on the
winners dias someone else could easily take their place. Who are they trying to
deceive? They act/care only for themselves and just use others to get away with
something or other. Gibberish about “protecting the public”, who “needs to know”
and who can “handle the truth” is transparent nonsense. Whether it’s creating terrorist
bogeymen or anything else, all major deceptions are wrong. Only the total truth will
suffice and we, the public, have a right to it.

Again, since organised crime and agencies control the key positions, the spark
for reform must come from outside our systems: i.e. from the general population.
Some within our systems would also need to have a change of heart, realising that
monetary / career success without integrity / humanity is meaningless. It’s a case of
the “haves” and the “will nots” finding some common ground. The major obstacle,
media warping of the truth and suppression, are again significant. Also, the
withholding of information used to manipulate celebrities is sickening, especially
when it involves heinous offences such as pedophilia or murder. On top of that
unbiased honest reporting seems to be a thing of the past and some of the biggest
issues are not addressed at all. Removing the veil of secrecy would remedy that too.
Now another partial long term solution to all of these problems would be to
teach ethics, morality and respect for others in our schools and universities.
In that way future community leaders may act more responsibly / openly and may be
more inclined to represent everyone not just themselves and certain vested interest
groups. Honesty should be the norm, not an approach to use where convenient.
Those involved in secret societies, criminal networks, clandestine groups and so on
should be deemed unsuitable for public office or any other position of trust.
Unfortunately all too often they are the very ones that hold these positions.
Once more, the motivation for any ethical shift must come from a backlash
against corruption as instigated by the general public and those few in public life who
privately wish for change but are too afraid to confront the criminals around them. So,
community minded individuals both within and outside of public life must help to
raise awareness and concern, regardless of the personal cost. Open and free discussion
of all matters is the only appropriate, democratic approach and this will only be
possible if secretive and conspiratorial methods are exposed and / or removed. In such
an atmosphere minority viewpoints would not be able to dictate as they can now.
Currently many minorities demand tolerance yet privately enforce agreement using
covert, undemocratic and patently evil tactics to achieve their social engineering
goals.
In Australia an enforceable Human Rights Act may help but other countries
with such an Act, even a Bill of Rights, have the same problems; privacy invasions,
psychological/emotional abuse (thanks to covert, high-tech attacks), a stifling of free
speech, freedom of thought, expression, belief and religion AND an unacceptable
inequality before the law. In reality people get the justice they can afford and so
wealthy criminals often win out.
Defamation laws, racial/religious vilification laws and more obviously provide
specific protection for criminals as well. As a result, free speech is suppressed using
legal argument over common sense, reason and truth. Victims are denied justice and
their advocates silenced. You can’t legislate against opinions anyway but the only
things that should be outlawed are genuine hateful statements that incite violence.
Calling a criminal a criminal should not be punished for a lack of proof especially as
the most heinous crimes are often the best concealed; being committed by those best
positioned to act in secret.

Finally, expressing a view is not a crime but harassing someone (covertly or
otherwise) for holding a particular view is a crime. The very notion of censoring the
truth is itself abhorrent, but to tolerate the systematic silencing of concerned citizens
through criminal conspiracies (employing secretive technologies / methods) is to
accept undemocratic, illegal, corrupt behaviour on a horrifying scale. Such conduct
should (and must) be opposed by any and all who believe in justice and fair play. Our
human/democratic freedoms, including the rights to freedom of thought , speech and
expression, our right to privacy and our right to God given freedom of choice (within
the law) must not be repressed or removed courtesy of co – conspirators and others
that, in fact, belong in prison. Proper enforcement of privacy laws and that part of the
law relating to criminal harassment would be a start but there’s much more that needs
to be done.
It’s up to all of us to do whatever we can to prevent the continuance of the heinous
crimes that a fostered by conspiracies of silence.

For further information see – www.surveillanceissues.com
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